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VBX Base Conference Plan (2 Hours)
Purpose Statement
This purpose of this teaching plan is to prepare leaders to teach preteens using LifeWay’s 2016
Submerged VBS. The session will include tips on preparing for teaching, understanding the
Bible content, leading preteens, and ideas on how to reach out to preteens.

Resources to Collect, Prepare, & Copy
1. Welcome
● Leader pack item 7
● Mesh (dive) bag
2. Preteen Pressure Test
● Card 2 from the VBS 2016 Kids Dive Kits (5)
● Brass brads (5)
● Paper clips (5)
● Prior to the session, prepare each card according to the directions on the card.
3. What’s It Worth? VBX Scheduling
● Blue balloons (8)
● Prepare paper strips with the following information on individual strips:
o Worship Rally: corporate worship gathering of all VBS age groups.
o Excite: Introduces the theme and Bible content with an icebreaker or introductory
activity. (included in leader guide)
o Snack Break: time for preteens to get a snack.
o Explore: engages preteens in the Bible story and makes the Bible connection to
daily life. (included in leader guide)
o Missions Break: time for preteens to learn about missionaries around the world.
o Excel: Reviews the Bible story and life application for the day. (included in leader
guide)
o Recreation: time for the preteens to unleash their energy with fun games.
(included in leader guide)
o Crafts: time for preteens to practice their creativity by making a unique craft.
(included in leader guide)
● Roll each strip and place in separate balloons. Inflate and tie balloons.
● “VBX at a Glance” handout (1 per conferee)
4. Skim the Surface Bible Study Content
● “Dive Logs” (Bible Study CD) (1 per conferee)
● Scissors (several pairs to share)
● Pack Items 4a-e
● Small skimmer net—cut apart items 4a-e and put one card per Bible story in the net
● Practice making a “Dive Log” before the session.
5. Small Group Time
● Remark-a-Ball (005739327)
● Small Group Discussion Questions (Bible Study CD)
6. Clam Dig for Crafts and Rec
● Scuba diver gloves or bulky winter gloves (several pairs)
● On separate cards, write the following statements: Day 1: Personal Pillowcases (crafts),
Sharks and Divers (recreation); Day 2: Duct Tape Backpack Tag (crafts), Slippery Fish
Toss (recreation); Day 3: Shell Cross (crafts), Glow Balloon Volleyball (recreation); Day
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4: Matchbook Bandage Holder (crafts), Spit Golf (recreation); Day 5: T-shirt Ditty Bag
(crafts), Deep Sea Tag (recreation)
● Kiddie pool - fill with crumpled blue paper. Hide cards in the paper.
7. Hand Signals Preparation
● Scuba Hand Signals (pack item 10)
● “Watch Me Something’s Wrong” handout (1 per conferee)
8. Closing
● No preparation necessary

Focal Wall Description
Use the items included in your VBS 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Pack to create an inviting
focal wall.

Room Setup Description
Arrange chairs in a semi-circle facing the focal wall, leaving room in the middle for space for
activities.

Decoration Suggestions
Use the items included in your VBS 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Pack and the suggestions
given on page 6 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide to decorate your room.

Audio Visual Needs
●
●

CD Player
Bible Study CD

Teaching Steps
1. Welcome (10 minutes): Play a round of “In the Middle of the Ocean” from page 9 of the
VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide. Place the “Meet Me in the Middle Cards”
(Pack Item 7) in the mesh bag. Direct conferees to gather in an open area. Explain that
you will begin by drawing a card from the dive bag and reading it aloud. Everyone who
has the trait on the card in common should come and meet you in the middle. Ask the
conferees in the middle to introduce themselves to each other. Direct the conferees to
return to their previous spots for the next round. Choose a conferee to draw the next
card from the bag and continue to play until all cards are used. Guide the conferees to
come back to the middle after all of the cards have been read. Tell conferees that this is
just one of the fun activities that preteens will participate in during their VBX experience.
2. Preteen Pressure Test (15 minutes): Explain that this activity is an adaptation of the
“Pressure Test” activity on page 18 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide.
Form five groups of conferees and give each conferee a prepared Card 2 from the Dive
Kits. Explain that divers have to learn to use their equipment so that they can breathe
under water. Some divers free dive without breathing apparatus and they often hold their
breath for long periods of time. Direct the groups to determine if the pressures put on
today’s preteens are low, medium, or high. Guide conferees to move the gauge on their
cards to indicate their answers.
Share the following pressures allowing time for discussion after each one:
• Pressure to perform well in school
• Pressure to limit extracurricular activities
• Pressure to accept all religious preferences
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•
•
•
•
•

Pressure to go to church
Pressure to have friends
Pressure to have “stuff”
Pressure to feel attractive
Pressure to stay like a child

Remind conferees that preteens all over the world experience great amounts of
pressure. VBX should be a time that preteens can come and feel safe, secure, and
encouraged to be a part of an accepting group of peers.
3. What’s It Worth? VBX Scheduling (20 minutes): Explain that this activity is an
adaptation of the “What’s It Worth?” activity on page 19 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible
Study Leader Guide. Display the prepared balloons. Distribute “VBX at a Glance”
handout. Say: “Divers use pressurized air tanks to help them breath under water and to
gauge the time it takes them to ascend to the surface in order to prevent decompression
sickness.” Explain that conferees will put pressure on the balloons until they pop. They
cannot use their hands or their feet. They must work with a partner or partners. Tell the
conferees that when the balloon pops they will find a paper strip inside that will indicate a
certain portion of time in the VBX schedule. Ask volunteers to read their paper strips,
one at a time, and then allow the other conferees to vote on the importance of that
portion of time.
Explain that each portion of the VBX schedule is important, but there are certain
portions, like Explore, that you want to make sure that you do each day. Explain that
VBX can be conducted as a stand-alone or as part of the traditional VBS schedule. Each
church can determine how VBX will work best in their environment. Point out that VBX
scheduling options can be found on page 4 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader
Guide.
4. Skim the Surface Bible Study Content (30 Minutes): Explain that this activity is an
adaptation of the “Skim the Surface” activities on pages 10, 17, 24, 31, and 38 of the
VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide. Distribute a personal “Dive Log” to each
conferee. Allow conferees to create their Dive Logs as you demonstrate how to make
one. Explain that preteens will use these Dive Logs each day to record information they
learn in the Bible Study.
Form five groups of conferees. Ask a conferee from each group to pull a “Daily Story
Card” from the skimmer net, and show it to all members in his group. Guide the
conferees to record information they know about the Bible story in their “Dive Logs.”
Describe this as “surface” information. Call on the Zacchaeus group to share their
surface information. Once they have finished share the story summary on page 3 of the
leader guide. Explain that conferees can write some notes from this summer in the
“below the surface” area of their Dive Logs. Finally share that the bottom line is the day’s
point: Jesus knows who I really am.
Continue in this same manner with the groups representing the next four days: Woman
at the Well, Nicodemus, Blind Man, and Jesus Saw the Children. The Bible story
summaries are found on page 3 of the leader guide, while the daily points are found on
the introductory pages of each session (pages 8, 15, 22, 29, and 36).
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5. Small Group Time (15 Minutes): Explain that an important part of each day’s Explore
time is the small group discussion. This time of guided discussion is explained in the
leader guide under the heading “Small Group Time.” Display the “Remark-a-Ball” for
conferees and explain that this is a fun tool used in the small group time. Demonstrate
how to use the “Remark-a-Ball” to facilitate discussion using the “Small Group” printout
from the Bible Study CD.
6. Clam Dig for Crafts and Rec (15 minutes): Explain that this activity is an adaptation of
the “Clam Dig” activity on page 11 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide.
Ask for volunteers to come and dig in the kiddie pool for hints to each day’s crafts and
recreation activities. Volunteers must wear a pair of scuba diver gloves or bulky winter
gloves. After each item has been found, give a brief description of each craft and
recreation activity.
7. Hand Signals Preparation (10 minutes): Display the “Scuba Hand Signals” poster and
point out the signals for “watch me” and “something’s wrong”. Practice the two signals
with the conferees. Explain that this activity is an adaptation of the “Hand Signals”
activity on page 26 of the VBX 2016 Preteen Bible Study Leader Guide.
Share that you will share some ideas for preparing for VBX and if it is a good idea they
should do the “watch me” signal. If it is not a good idea, they should do the “something’s
wrong” signal. Conferees can also follow along on their handouts.
Share the following ideas for VBX preparation:
• Look at your leader guide the night before VBX for the first time (something’s
wrong—help conferees see the value of preparation).
• Attend VBS worker’s meetings (watch me—explain that it is important to learn
about the church’s plan for VBS and how to deal with safety and security).
• Place needed items for each day in separate grocery sacks (watch me—help
conferees understand that getting prepared early will create a better VBX
experience for everyone).
• Plan for church leadership to follow up with VBX attendees (something’s wrong—
be sure to always follow-up with the kids who attend your VBX and invite them to
other church events).
• Meet with your teaching team before VBX (watch me—VBX is so much fun when
each team member takes a certain task each day. Share the load).
Remind the conferees that great preparation will lend itself to a great week of VBX!
8. Closing (5 minutes): Thank conferees for attending the VBX conference. Encourage
them that teaching preteens can be so much fun because preteens are able to have
deep conversations about spiritual issues. Lead conferees in saying the VBS Motto:
Jesus sees. Jesus knows. Jesus saves. Consider making up your own “scuba” signals to
teach the motto to the conferees. Pray and dismiss.
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VBX at a Glance
_____________________: Corporate worship gathering of all
VBS age groups.
_____________________: Introduces the theme and Bible
content with an icebreaker or introductory activity. (included in
leader guide)
_____________________: Time for preteens to get a snack.
_____________________: Engages preteens in the Bible story
and makes the Bible connection to daily life. (included in leader
guide)
_____________________: Time for preteens to learn about
missionaries around the world.
_____________________: Reviews the Bible story and life
application for the day. (included in leader guide)
_____________________: Time for the preteens to unleash
their energy with fun games. (included in leader guide)
_____________________: Time for preteens to practice their
creativity by making a unique craft. (included in leader guide)
VBX is designed to be used as a stand-alone resource or as part of your
traditional VBS rotation schedule. It’s flexible!

VBX Recreation:
Day 1: Sharks and Divers
Day 2: Slippery Fish Toss
Day 3: Glow Balloon Volleyball
Day 4: Spit Golf
Day 5: Deep Sea Tag

VBX Crafts:
Day 1: Personal Pillowcases
Day 2: Duct Tape Backpack Tag
Day 3: Shell Cross
Day 4: Matchbook Bandage Holder
Day 5: T-shirt Ditty Bag
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